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Abstract10

The East Antarctic Ice Sheet (EAIS) is currently surrounded by relatively11

cool water, but climatic shifts have the potential to increase basal melting12

via intrusions of warm modified Circumpolar Deep Water (mCDW) onto the13

continental shelf. Here we use an ice sheet model to show that under the14

current ocean regime, with only limited intrusions of mCDW, the EAIS will15

likely gain mass over the next 200 years due to the increased precipitation16

from a warming atmosphere outweighing increased ice discharge due to ice-17

shelf melting. However, if the ocean regime were to become dominated by18

greater mCDW intrusions, the EAIS would begin to lose mass after 200 years,19

with George V Land being particularly affected. We also find that a moderate20

warming scenario is likely to result in a more negative mass balance than21

an extreme warming scenario, as the relative difference between increased22

precipitation and ice discharge is greater in the moderate warming case.23

Main24

The East Antarctic Ice Sheet (EAIS) is the single largest potential con-25

tributor to future global mean sea level rise, containing 52.2 m of sea level26

equivalent (SLE)1. Despite this large potential for mass loss, most estimates27

of its recent mass balance give close to zero (e.g. the latest IMBIE assess-28

ment2, 5 ± 46 Gt a−1 from 1992 to 2017 ), but some suggest large gains29

(e.g. Gardner et al., 20183, +61 ± 73 Gt a−1 from 2008 to 2015) and oth-30

ers suggest large losses (e.g. Rignot et al., 20194, -51 ± 13 Gt a−1 from31
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1979 to 2017). Fig. 1 shows two recent examples of contrasting estimates of32

mass loss based on satellite altimetry5 (Fig. 1a) and input-output method4
33

(Fig. 1b). However, although their overall values of mass balance differ, they34

both illustrate mass loss in the Wilkes Land region, especially drainage basin35

C-D.36

The ISMIP6 project6 found that, whilst models consistently predict a37

negative mass balance for the West Antarctic Ice Sheet in the period leading38

up to 2100, there is a much greater disagreement amongst models about39

whether the EAIS will have a positive or negative mass balance over the40

same period7,8. The most recent simulations show a general trend for future41

East Antarctic mass balance to be accumulation dominated, with increasing42

emission scenarios leading to a gain in mass, although this is not found for43

all models, particularly when using low emission scenarios9. A warming44

climate is expected to lead to greater precipitation over Antarctica10 due45

to the greater moisture holding ability of warmer air, and hence a positive46

change in mass balance unless there is a dramatic increase in ice discharge47

to compensate.48

Ice sheets contribute to sea level rise via ice discharge over the ground-49

ing line, a process enhanced by ocean driven melting of floating ice reducing50

the buttressing effect of ice shelves11,12. A warming climate is likely to af-51

fect the ocean temperature surrounding the EAIS via indirect means, with52

the strongest observed warming trends currently occurring in water to the53

north of ice shelf cavities rather than in their direct vicinity13,14. However,54

there remains the potential for substantial future warming due to climatic55

conditions forcing a shift in the particular water mass driving ice shelf melt.56

At present, the primary water mass in contact with East Antarctic ice57

shelves is relatively cool (≈ −1.5◦C), but recent observations show intrusions58

of warmer (≈ 0◦C) modified Circumpolar Deep Water (mCDW) in the area59

surrounding Totten Glacier15,16, Vincennes Bay17, Shirase18 and Amery ice60

shelf19. The Antarctic Slope Front (ASF) has been shown to regulate these61

intrusions, with a strong ASF limiting cross-shelf intrusions whilst a weaker62

ASF leads to more intrusions20. The strengthening (positive phase) and63

weakening (negative phase) of the band of westerly winds around Antarc-64

tica is known as the Southern Annular Mode (SAM). A positive SAM has65

been show to weaken the ASF via wind-sea surface interactions, allowing66

increased intrusion of mCDW over the continental shelf21. Observations of67

the SAM have shown a positive trend since the 1970’s, with this trend pre-68

dicted to continue with a warming climate22. Numerical modeling studies69
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have also shown that the position of coastal currents and the upwelling of70

warm mCDW would shift southward with a more positive SAM23,24. In addi-71

tion, ocean water freshening due to increased ice-sheet melt-water production72

has been shown to enhance mCDW transport towards the continental shelf73

via a strengthening of the surface stratification near the Antarctic coast,74

causing a positive feedback loop with increased basal melting25. If chang-75

ing climatic conditions lead to mCDW intrusions becoming more common in76

the future, East Antarctic melt rates could grow to resemble the far higher77

mCDW driven melt rates seen in West Antarctic ice shelves like Pine Island78

Glacier26 and Thwaites Glacier27.79

We seek to quantify the sensitivity of the EAIS to a shift to mCDW80

driven ocean melting and the effect this would have on its future mass balance81

over the next 200 years. We consider the effect of both an ”intermediate”82

(Representative Concentration Pathway, RCP-4.5 emissions scenario) and83

”extreme” (RCP-8.5 emissions scenario) warming scenario on both ocean84

and atmospheric forcing, as they have both been shown to produce conditions85

likely to lead to increased intrusions of mCDW over the continental shelf24.86

We apply these forcings in a manner that increases linearly from present87

conditions to a maximum after 100 years with these maximum values held88

constant for a further 100 years. This allows us to investigate the response of89

the EAIS to both increasing atmospheric and oceanic warming as well as a90

period of ”committed” atmospheric and ocean warming28. We also consider91

ocean melting driven by both the current, relatively cool regime of water92

masses and a shift to a relatively warm forcing that has become dominated93

by mCDW intrusions. To achieve this, we use a numerical ice sheet model94

driven by parameterised atmospheric and oceanic forcings to determine the95

future mass balance of the EAIS.96

Simulations of future EAIS mass balance97

To investigate the effect of changing the oceanic water mass driving ice98

shelf melting on the future mass balance of the EAIS we consider both an ”in-99

termediate” warming (RCP4.5) and an ”extreme” warming (RCP8.5) emis-100

sions scenario. These are combined with oceanic melting driven by either101

the current, relatively cool forcing (referred to from here on as Shelf Water102

(SW) forcing29 for the sake of simplicity) or relatively warm forcing that has103

become dominated by mCDW intrusions mixing with on shelf waters. Forc-104

ings applied increase linearly to a maximum temperature after 100 years and105
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are held at this new maximum for a further 100 years (see Methods).106

These combine to give us four distinct climate scenarios, namely; (1)107

RCP4.5 atmospheric and oceanic warming, with ocean properties represen-108

tative of SW (RCP4.5-SW); (2) RCP8.5 atmospheric and oceanic warming,109

with ocean properties representative of SW (RCP8.5-SW); (3) RCP4.5 atmo-110

spheric and oceanic warming, with ocean properties representative of mCDW111

(RCP4.5-mCDW) and (4) RCP8.5 atmospheric and oceanic warming, with112

ocean properties representative of mCDW RCP8.5-mCDW. To account for113

model biases results are given relative to a reference run with present day114

forcing held constant for 200 years.115

We first consider the effect of how IV (total ice volume in the domain, Fig.116

2:a), VAF (Volume of ice Above Flotation, broadly equivalent to grounded117

ice that directly contributes to sea level rise, Fig. 2:b), VBF (Volume of118

ice Below Flotation, broadly equivalent to floating ice that does not directly119

contributes to sea level rise, Fig. 2:c), and GA (Grounded Area of ice in120

contact with the bed, a good representation of grounding line migration,121

Fig. 2:d) change over the full 200 years of the model simulation for the122

entirety of the model domain. These values are summarised in Table S1 and123

an in depth look at how these properties change on a region by region basis124

is shown in the supplementary material (Fig. S7-S14).125

IV (Fig. 2:a) for the SW scenarios show an overall increase in total ice126

volume at the end of model simulations, with the RCP8.5-SW scenario show-127

ing a greater level of increase of 14,000 Gt than the RCP4.5-SW scenarios128

increase of 1800 Gt. The mCDW scenarios, in contrast, show a negative129

trend in ice volume that is of greater magnitude than the positive trend seen130

in the SW scenarios. As before, the RCP8.5 scenario shows a less negative131

reduction of -75,000 Gt of ice volume than the RCP4.5 scenarios reduction132

of -91,200 Gt.133

VAF (Fig. 2:b) increases in both the SW forced scenarios and the RCP8.5-134

mCDW scenario for the first 100 years of model simulations. The SW forced135

scenarios continue this positive trend for the following 100 years, with VAF136

increases of 27,000 Gt for the RCP8.5 scenario and 12,000 Gt for the RCP4.5137

scenario respectively. The RCP8.5-mCDW scenario reaches a maximum of138

4500 Gt increase in VAF after 110 years before beginning a negative trend in139

VAF to a final reduction of -5000 Gt at the end of the simulation. Maximum140

precipitation (Fig. S6) coincides with the beginning of the maximum forcing141

period (100 years into the simulation) whilst maximum ice discharge occurs142

midway through this second half of the model simulations. The RCP4.5-143
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mCDW scenario shows a negative trend in VAF throughout the entire sim-144

ulation, reaching a final value of -17,000 Gt by the end of the simulation.145

The VBF (Fig. 2:c) shows a negative trend in all simulations, albeit146

more pronounced in the mCDW forced scenarios. At the end of the model147

simulation the RCP4.5-SW has experienced a -10,000 Gt change in VBF, the148

RCP8.5-SW a -13,000 Gt change in VBF, the RCP4.5-mCDW a -73,000 Gt149

change in VBF and the RCP8.5-mCDW a -74,000 Gt change in VBF. Even150

when the ice sheet in a given scenario is gaining total IV or VAF, it is still151

losing VBF over the course of the model simulations, representing a shift in152

the distribution of mass in the system from floating ice shelves to inland ice153

due to increased precipitation. In all scenarios there is a greater loss of VBF154

then VAF due to VBF being in direct contact with a warming ocean.155

GA (Fig. 2:d) is found to decrease in all scenarios, with the reduction in156

VBF leading to less buttressed ice shelves and a corresponding increase in ice157

discharge and retreat of grounding lines. The greatest loss in GA is seen in158

the mCDW forced scenarios, which lose -44000 km2 for the RCP8.5-mCDW159

and -47000 km2 for the RCP4.5-mCDW scenario. The SW forced scenarios160

have losses in grounded area equal to -3900 km2 for the RCP8.5-SW and161

-4100 km2 for the RCP4.5-SW scenarios.162

After 100 years of simulation time, the model reaches maximum forc-163

ing, with both atmospheric and oceanic forcing increasing linearly since the164

simulation began (Fig. 3, with the values summarised in Table S4). The165

RCP4.5-SW scenario (Fig. 3:a) and RCP8.5-SW scenario (Fig. 3:b) both166

have a positive overall mass balance after 100 years of +80 Gt a−1 and +181167

Gt a−1 respectively. All individual regions have a positive mass balance,168

with the exception of the D-D region in the RCP4.5-SW scenario which is169

approximately in balance. The RCP4.5-mCDW scenario (Fig. 3:c) is the170

only scenario with an overall negative mass balance of -65 Gt a−1. All re-171

gions except A-B, C-C and D-E have a negative mass balance, with D-D172

having the most negative at -34 Gt a−1. While the RCP8.5-mCDW (Fig.173

3:d) scenario has a positive overall mass balance of +45 Gt a−1 after 100174

years four regions, K-A, A-A, B-C and D-D, have a negative mass balance.175

A shift to mCDW forced melting has the potential to increase ice discharge176

by a large amount (in the case of the Amery basin by up to 800%, see Tab.177

S4), although this is not uniform in magnitude or space, with a large amount178

of regional variance. A summary of these results is given in Tab. S4, with179

in-depth results on a regional basis shown in the Regional Results section180

(Fig. S7-S14).181
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When the maximum atmospheric and oceanic forcing that was reached182

after 100 years of model simulation is maintained for another 100 years (rep-183

resenting the period 2100–2200) there is time for the ice velocities to adjust184

to the increased forcing, generating ice discharges that are higher when com-185

pared to those after 100 years whilst surface precipitation remains constant186

(Fig. 4, with the values summarised in Table S5). As before, the RCP4.5-SW187

scenario (Fig. 4:a) and RCP8.5-SW scenario (Fig. 4:b) both have a positive188

overall mass balance after 100 years, although increases in ice discharge have189

caused a reduction to +44 Gt a−1 and +141 Gt a−1 respectively. Individual190

regions maintain this trend of a positive mass balance that is smaller in mag-191

nitude than the first 100 years of simulation, The one exception is the D-D192

region in the RCP4.5-SW scenario which now has a negative mass balance of193

-44 Gt a−1. Due to increased ice discharge over the final 100 years of model194

simulation the RCP4.5-mCDW scenario (Fig. 4:c) has a more negative mass195

balance of -242 Gt a−1 whilst the RCP8.5-mCDW scenario (Fig. 4:d) has196

changed from a positive mass balance during the first 100 years of simulation197

to a negative mass balance of -133 Gt a−1 by the end of the simulation. The198

majority of regions in both simulations have a negative mass balance, with199

the exception of the D-E, A-B and the C-C region. A summary of these200

results is given in Tab. S5, with in-depth results on a regional basis shown201

in the Regional Results section (Fig. S7-S14).202

Discussion203

Our simulations show that if the cooler SW regime continues to be the204

primary driver of ocean-induced melting then the EAIS is likely to have a205

positive mass balance after 200 years for both the RCP4.5-SW and RCP8.5-206

SW scenarios. This is in broad agreement with the ISMIP6 results6 which207

found a majority of models predicting a positive mass balance for the EAIS as208

well as other estimates for future East Antarctic mass balance30,31,9. Pollard209

and DeConto32 find Totten glacier beginning to undergo severe retreat and210

thinning by 2100, with our simulations only showing comparable results for211

the mCDW driven scenarios. Their model framework includes parameterisa-212

tions of surface melt induced hydro-fracturing of ice shelves as well as marine213

ice cliff instability that our model framework does not, perhaps explaining214

the discrepancy. We find that the mass gain from increased precipitation215

outweighs the mass loss from increased ice discharge due to ice-shelf melt in216

SW forced simulations. It should be noted, however, that this is not neces-217
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sarily a steady state. All our simulations show a reduction in VBF as well218

as GA, even when they show an increase in VAF or total ice volume. If219

this were to continue into the future, East Antarctic ice shelves are likely to220

be greatly reduced in both thickness and extent compared to their current221

configurations. Simulations that directly impose an instantaneous collapse of222

East Antarctic ice shelves have found this to lead to the destabilisation of the223

Wilkes and Aurora Subglacial Basins over the next 500 years33, highlighting224

the critical role played by ice shelf-buttressing in limiting ice discharge.225

In contrast, if the water masses around East Antarctica were to switch226

to a mode that is dominated by enhanced intrusion of mCDW, our simula-227

tions reveal that the EAIS will have a negative overall mass balance after the228

200 years of model simulations. Whilst the RCP8.5-mCDW scenario has a229

positive mass balance after 100 years this becomes negative after 200 years.230

The RCP4.5-mCDW scenario has a negative mass balance for the entirety231

of the simulation. Our simulations show that a switch to mCDW becoming232

the primary water mass driving ice-shelf melting is sufficient to more than233

counteract any increased mass gained from precipitation, leading to positive234

sea level rise contribution from the EAIS over the next 200 years (3.9-5.2235

cm SLE contribution). The reduction in both ice at or below flotation and236

grounded area is more pronounced in both the mCDW forced climate sce-237

narios than in the SW forced scenarios, indicating an increased likelihood of238

ice shelf collapse and run away grounding line retreat. Paleo records34 in239

the Amundsen sea sector show this process has occurred in the past, linking240

indicators of mCDW intrusions with ice-shelf retreat.241

Our simulations consistently find that region D-D (broadly similar to242

George V Land), and in particular Cook and Ninnis Glacier, is the most sus-243

ceptible to ocean driven increased ice discharge. It is the only region to show244

a negative mass balance under an SW forced climate scenario, losing -0.14 Gt245

a−1 in the RCP4.5-SW scenario after 200 years. It is also the most strongly246

effected region in the mCDW forced scenarios and the susceptibility of this247

region to future climatic shifts has been highlighted by other studies35,36.248

Findings from the ISMIP6 project6 found Wilkes Land (broadly similar to249

region C-D) to be the most strongly effected region of East Antarctica, with250

Totten Glacier to be particularly susceptible to future climatic warming, al-251

beit with a spread of results that our simulations fall within. We find that252

region A-B, C-C and D-E to be least effected by increased oceanic melting.253

Indeed, these regions are the only regions to show a consistently positive254

mass balance throughout all climate scenarios. This is most likely a result255
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of a lack of large ice shelves in theses regions combined with the prevalence256

of inland, terrestrial ice limiting their susceptibility to warming ocean con-257

ditions. In contrast, multi-millennial simulations (albeit with a coarse grid258

resolution limiting grounding line migration) for the next 10,000 years of the259

EAIS have found that the entirety of the EAIS covered by our domain is260

negligibly effected by ocean warming of a comparable forcing to our mCDW261

scenarios whilst Recovery basin (outside our model domain) was strongly ef-262

fected by a warming Weddel Sea. When subjected to atmospheric warming263

of 8◦ C (greater than the 4◦ C warming assumed by our RCP8.5 scenarios)264

they find that Wilkes Land and George V Land were the most susceptible to265

surface melting, a process our model framework does not include.266

Our results clearly show that their is a ”lag” in the maximum of ice267

discharge relative to increased oceanic melting, with an increase in the ice268

discharge over the second half of the simulations when the maximum tem-269

perature forcing is held constant. For a given increase in oceanic melting270

there is an acceleration in ice discharge rather than an instantaneous in-271

crease to a greater velocity. This is most pronounced for the C-D region,272

which drains the Aurora subglacial basin, which has a positive mass bal-273

ance in the RCP8.5-mCDW scenario after 100 years of simulation time and274

a negative mass balance after 200 years due to a more than doubling of its275

ice discharge in the last 100 years of simulated run time. We also find that276

our results consistently show the most negative mass balance arising from the277

”intermediate” warming RCP4.5-mCDW scenario rather than the ”extreme”278

RCP8.5-mCDW scenario. Other work on East Antarctic mass balance has279

found similar results, with predicted 2100 mass balance being dominated by280

precipitation rather than ocean melting, showing a more positive trend with281

increased warming30. This can be explained by there being a relatively larger282

increase in precipitation between the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 simulations than283

there is in ice discharge.284

Our simulations of future East Antarctic mass balance highlight the po-285

tential importance of indirect effects arising from global heating. In our par-286

ticular case, in addition to a general warming of the atmosphere and ocean,287

global heating has the potential to reduce the strength of the Antarctic Slope288

Front due to a more positive Southern Annual Mode, thus presenting less of289

a barrier to warm modified Circumpolar Deep Water intrusions and chang-290

ing the water mass in contact with Antarctic ice shelves from the relatively291

cool Shelf Water regime seen today. This leads to a > 400% increase in292

the amount of ice discharge in the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 simulations forced293
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by modified Circumpolar Deep Water when compared to the RCP4.5 and294

RCP8.5 simulations forced by Shelf Water. The increase in ice discharge295

between RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 Shelf Water forced scenarios, in contrast, is296

only 25% whilst the difference between RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 modified Cir-297

cumpolar Deep Water is a negligible 0.5%. Whilst we are not suggesting298

the entirety of East Antarctica is likely to switch to our ”worst case” sce-299

nario with melting dominated by modified Circumpolar Deep Water in all300

regions, the possibility of increased modified Circumpolar Deep Water intru-301

sions (particularly in areas of high risk, such as George V Land) can have a302

large potential contribution to sea level rise from East Antarctica.303

Methods304

We conduct experiments using the finite element, ice dynamics model305

Úa37, which has previously been used for large scale, transient simulations306

of Antarctic future mass balance38 as well as smaller, more localised stud-307

ies such as an investigation into the acceleration of Denman glacier39 or rift308

propagation on the Brunt Ice Shelf40. The model domain has been deliber-309

ately chosen to encompass the drainage basins corresponding to the IMBIE310

2016 definition of East Antarctica41, with the exception of the J’-K and E-E’311

basins which drain into the Filchner-Ronne and Ross ice shelves, respectively.312

Our work chooses to focus on the potential for future mass loss from the com-313

paratively less studied parts of the EAIS. Including these basins would also314

have necessitated the inclusion of much of West Antarctica to fully model the315

Ross and Filchner Ronne ice shelves, thus drastically increasing the compu-316

tational expense of our simulations. The resulting model domain is shown in317

Fig. 1. We derive ocean melt rates via an implementation of the PICO (Pots-318

dam Ice-shelf Cavity mOdel12, similar to that used by Hill et. al., 202131
319

whilst precipitation is provided by the RACMO version 2.3 data set42. A320

schematic representation of the model framework is shown in Fig. S1.321

Both ocean melt and surface precipitation are driven by temperature val-322

ues representing future climate scenarios, with these temperatures themselves323

derived from analysis of the model mean CMIP543 results. Each of our future324

climate scenarios assumes a linearly increasing temperature which reaches a325

maximum 100 years from the present. This new maximum is then held con-326

stant for a further 100 years to explore the committed or long-term response327

to the first 100 years of forcing. Ice thickness and velocity are then used to328
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determine ice discharge, which is combined with surface precipitation to give329

the overall mass balance, defined here as330

MB = P −D (1)

where MB is the mass balance, P the surface precipitation and D the ice331

discharge over the grounding line. A positive MB indicates that the EAIS is332

gaining mass whilst a negative MB indicates that the EAIS is losing mass.333

Note that all results are shown in reference to a baseline simulation with334

constant forcing representing present day conditions. This has the effect of335

limiting model bias during initialisation, with results showing the relative336

effect of imposing a given climate scenario rather than absolute values.337

Ice model338

Mesh339

The resolution of the initial ice model mesh is shown in Fig. S2. The340

mesh resolution varies from 250 m near the grounding line to 20 km further341

inland. Each year of simulated run time the mesh is further refined to track342

any migration of the grounding line343

Calibration and validation344

Úa is used to solve the equations of the shallow-ice stream or ‘shelfy-345

stream’ approximation (SSA44). In accordance with the BedMachine data346

set1 we have assumed a constant ice density of 917 kg m−3. As direct ob-347

servations of the basal slipperiness, C, and ice rate factor, A, are extremely348

limited and difficult to obtain we are forced to rely on indirect estimates, in349

this case via numerically inverting surface velocity measurements to obtain350

the corresponding values of A and C. The inversion process was performed351

for a range of values of m and n by minimizing the cost function of a misfit352

and regularization term. Úa uses the adjoint method to calculate the gradi-353

ents of the cost function with respect to both A and C in a computationally354

efficient way. We impose regularization on A and C using Tikhonov regu-355

larization of both the amplitude and spatial gradients of the A and C fields.356

We tested a series of regularization parameter values and selected final values357

based on an L-curve analysis. After 1000 iterations of the inversion process358

the mean difference between modelled and observed velocities was 6.2 m a−1.359

To test the impact of our assumed value for m upon ice volume above360

flotation, model inversions and simulations were carried out for m=1, m=2361
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and m=3. The results were found to be qualitatively similar, with a small362

variation in sensitivity to forcing of the order of several hundred Gt in VAF363

over the 200 year model simulation. Although there is a bias in our results364

imposed by our assumption of a value of m, as we are seeking to investigate365

the qualitative causes of future mass loss from East Antarctica rather than366

make exact predictions we can justify our use of a single value of m for our367

simulations. The results for the model inversion (using m = 3) performed to368

estimate the properties of East Antarctica that minimize the misfit between369

observed and modelled surface velocities are shown in Fig. S3. We use Bed-370

Machine bathymetry and ice thickness1 along with MeASURES ice velocity371

for 201745. As there is a slight temporal discrepancy in these two data sets,372

with BedMachine ice extent being composed from data from 1993–2016 and373

the MeASURES coverage being from 2017, we extend the ice shelf using near-374

est neighbour extrapolation of ice thickness. The observed (Fig. S3a) and375

modelled (Fig. S3b) ice velocity show a good level of agreement. Calculated376

values for the ice-rate factor, A, (Fig. S3c) show spatial variation, partic-377

ularly in the faster flowing ice stream regions. Calculated values of basal378

slipperiness, C, (Fig. S3d), also have a high amount of spatial variation,379

with higher values indicating more slippery basal conditions. These areas of380

high basal slipperiness result in the high near-grounding line velocities seen381

in the observed (Fig. S3a) and modelled (Fig. S3b) ice velocities. Note that382

C is not directly calculated by the model inversion for the bed under floating383

ice, as until the ice is in contact with the bed the basal slipperiness has no384

impact upon ice velocity. To allow for more realistic bed properties if the385

grounding line were to advance past its initial position we impose nearest386

neighbour values of bed slipperiness under initially floating ice.387

It should be noted that our choice of modelling framework limits the388

amount of physical processes accurately represented. Our model assumes389

ice shelves that have calving fronts that are constant in time and will never390

undergo a catastrophic breakup, such as occurred to Larsen B in 2002, al-391

though they are permitted to thin to zero ice thickness with a corresponding392

reduction in buttressing. We also assume that any surface melting caused393

by the rising air temperature is frozen back into the ice sheet and as such394

do not account for the possibility of meltwater driven hydro fracturing of395

ice shelves. Despite this, we believe our results can offer valuable insight on396

the overall, qualitative trend of the EAIS mass balance even if individual ice397

shelves are misrepresented due to the lack of certain physical processes that398

may be important on a local level.399
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Ocean model400

Calibration and validation401

Ocean melt rates used to force the Úa ice model are determined by an402

implementation of the PICO (Potsdam Ice-shelf Cavity mOdel12), similar to403

that used by Hill et. al., 202131. This uses a single representative ocean404

temperature and salinity, assumed to be located just outside the ice shelf405

cavity, to derive its melt rate for an individual ice shelf. The melt rates are406

calculated for every single time step of the ice model, taking into account407

the changing geometry of ice shelf cavities. This process requires a certain408

minimal area of ice shelf to produce accurate results. For our model setup,409

it was determined that 4000 km2 was a good minimum threshold (similar to410

to that used by Reese et al., 201812), allowing us to model melt rates for411

14 major East Antarctic ice shelves. Note that PICO counts any connected412

floating ice elements as part of the same ice shelf and, as such, several of413

these 14 ice shelves are actually a combination of 2 or more ice shelves. For414

instance, we treat Totten and Moscow University ice shelf as a combined415

ice shelf for purposes of model calibration. Any floating ice elements not416

part of these 14 individually modelled ice shelves are assigned the same melt417

rate, determined to be the area averaged model melt rate for the 14 explicitly418

modelled separate ice shelves, allowing it to also respond to changing oceanic419

forcings. In addition to ocean temperature, To, and salinity , S, PICO re-420

quires values for the strength of the overturning ocean circulation, Cp, and421

thermal heat exchange coefficient, γt. Present day oceanic conditions in the422

vicinity of our 14 East Antarctic ice shelves are derived from observations14423

Previous work by Reese et al., 201812 determined a physical range for values424

of Cp and γt for use with PICO. When calibrating each of the 14 ice shelves425

to match observed melt rates we preferentially tune Cp then γt and finally To426

and S. This is done on the basis that we consider Cp to be more likely to vary427

in respect to the ice shelf cavity geometry than γt whilst there are, in some428

cases, direct observations of To and S to inform the calibration process whilst429

directly observing Cp or γt in the field is a problematic issue. The results of430

the model calibration are shown in Fig. S4, with the initial properties used431

in this calibration shown in Tab. S2. A good agreement (within errors of432

observations) are obtained for all but Rennick and Jelbart ice shelf, with an433

overestimation of melt rates in both these cases cases.434
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Future oceanic forcing435

Future oceanic conditions for both SW and mCDW under both the RCP4.5436

and RCP 8.5 emissions scenarios are derived from an analysis of CMIP5 en-437

semble data investigating the average properties of Southern Ocean water438

masses under various emission scenarios46. We assume that at present all439

ice shelves are predominantly forced by SW. To represent a shift to being440

forced by mCDW we impose an additional change in To and S equal to the441

difference between the representative properties of SW and CDW in Sallée442

et. al., 201346. In reality we would expect mCDW intrusions to mix with443

ambient shelf water, lowering their temperature somewhat. Indeed, this is444

seen in CMIP6 ocean temperatures being less than our imposed mCDW forc-445

ing47. We justify our setup on the basis that it is designed to show an overall446

”worst case” scenario for ocean warming, rather than a specific predictions447

of likely future scenarios. The oceanic forcing conditions for the four climate448

scenarios are shown in Table S3. Examples of present day, calibrated oceanic449

melting as well as that after 200 years of the individual climate forcings sce-450

narios are shown in Fig. S5. Throughout this work we have used CMIP5451

ensemble data to derive our oceanic temperature forcings. However, a recent452

analysis of oceanic warming in CMIP6 models47 shows increased warming in453

high emission scenarios when compared to CMIP5 models. This increased454

warming is still less than the warming brought about by a shift to modified455

Circumpolar Deep Water and thus should have a limited effect on our overall456

conclusions.457

Atmospheric forcing458

The RACMO version 2.342 is used to determine the spatial pattern of459

present day surface precipitation which is used to force the Úa ice model (Fig.460

S6). An evaluation of the best performing precipitation CMIP5 models by461

Palerme et, al., 201748 found that each degree of warming was equivalent to462

approximately a 7% increase in precipitation and that there was an increase463

of near surface air temperature of 2 degrees under the RCP4.5 scenario and 4464

degrees under the RCP8.5 scenario. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that465

this temperature increase will occur linearly over the next 100 years, such that466

there is a 14% or 28% increase in surface precipitation by the end of this time467

period for the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 emission scenarios, and scale the spatial468

pattern of present day precipitation by this percentage accordingly to account469

for future increases in precipitation. We assume that any surface melting470
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arising from this increase in near surface air temperature will not result in471

significant melting, and any melt water that does occur is refrozen into the472

ice sheet before leaving the model domain for the purpose of determining473

mass balance.474

Regional results475

Figures S7–S14 show a closer look at the eight individual drainage basins476

covered by the model domain. In each case, volume above flotation, ice477

volume and grounded area are shown for the 200 years of model simulation478

relative to the baseline run. We also show mass balance and ice thickness479

change after the 200 years of simulated model time.480
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Figure 1: 2003-2019 East Antarctic annual elevation change (a), adapted from Smith et
al. 20205. 1979-2017 East Antarctic mass balance (b), with surface mass balance (blue
numbers), ice discharge (red numbers) and mass balance (circles, red for negative and
blue for positive, scaled by area) adapted from Rignot et. al, 20194. Drainage basins from
Zwally et al., 201241 are overlain, with data shown for the 8 drainage basin of interest for
this study. )
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Figure 2: Total ice volume, IV, (a), ice volume above flotation, VAF, (b), ice volume at
or below flotation, (VBF), (c) and grounded area (d) time series of model domain for
RCP4.5-SW (black), RCP8.5-mCDW (red), RCP4.5-mCDW (blue) and RCP8.5-mCDW
(green) climate scenarios. The error envelopes are determined from additional simulations
for each climate scenario combining either the upper or lower estimates of both ocean and
atmospheric forcing.
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Figure 3: Total mass balance (pie charts, weighted by area with the relative contribution of
ice discharge in red and surface precipitation in blue) and ice thickness (colours) after 100
years for the (a) RCP4.5-SW, (b) RCP8.5-SW, (c) RCP4.5-mCDW and (d) RC8.5-mCDW
climate scenarios.
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Figure 4: Total mass balance (pie charts, weighted by area with the relative contribution of
ice discharge in red and surface precipitation in blue) and ice thickness (colours) after 200
years for the (a) RCP4.5-SW, (b) RCP8.5-SW, (c) RCP4.5-mCDW and (d) RC8.5-mCDW
climate scenarios.
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Figure S1: Schematic set up of model framework. The ice dynamics model Úa is forced
with oceanic melt rates derived by the PICO box model and RACMO precipitation. PICO
uses an emsemble of CMIP5 model mean ocean properties to derive its melt rates, whilst
the present day RACMO precipitation is scaled in line with projected CMIP5 model mean
temperature increases. Úa determines future ice thickness and velocity which can the be
used to determine overall mass balance.
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Figure S2: Initial model mesh, with resolution varying from 20 km inland to 250m near
the grounding line. Note that the model mesh is refined every year of the model simula-
tions, with model elements within 5 km of the current grounding line position being given
increased resolution.
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Figure S3: (a) Observed MeASURES ice speed45, (b) modelled ice speed using inverted
properties plotted on model grid, (c) ice-rate factor, A, obtained from the inversion process
and (d) basal slipperiness, C, obtained from the inversion process. Note that the standard
Antarctic Polar Stereographic coordinates (EPSG:3031 WGS 84) are used.
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Figure S4: Observed area averaged ice-shelf melt (Rignot et al., 201949, black) and initial
modelled area averaged ice shelf (red) for the 14 major ice shelves in the model domain.
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ice shelves, and similarly with Baudouin+ (Baudouin, Borchgrevink and Lazarev), Prince
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Figure S5: (a) calibrated present day and final modelled melt rates for (b) RCP4.5-SW,
(c) RCP8.5-SW, (d) RCP4.5-mCDW and (e) RCP8.5-mCDW climate forcing scenario.
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Figure S6: Initial precipitation forcing using the RACMO version 2.3 dataset42. Note,
initial forcing is scaled by 7% per degree of atmospheric warming, i.e., by a maximum of
14% in RCP4.5 and 28% in RCP 8.5 scenarios for the last 100 years of model simulations.
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Figure S7: Region K-A results. (a) location of region K-A in relation to model domain, (b)
VAF, (c) ice volume, and (d) grounded area from the four climate scenarios. Mass balance
(red circle for ice discharge, blue circle for surface precipitation) and ice thickness change
(colours) after 200 years simulation time relative to the baseline run for (e) RCP4.5-SW,
(f) RCP8.5-SW, (g) RCP4.5-mCDW and (h) RCP8.5-mCDW climate scenarios.
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Figure S8: Region A-A results. (a) location of region A-A in relation to model domain, (b)
VAF, (c) ice volume, and (d) grounded area from the four climate scenarios. Mass balance
(red circle for ice discharge, blue circle for surface precipitation) and ice thickness change
(colours) after 200 years simulation time relative to the baseline run for (e) RCP4.5-SW,
(f) RCP8.5-SW, (g) RCP4.5-mCDW and (h) RCP8.5-mCDW climate scenarios.
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Figure S9: Region A-B results. (a) location of region A-B in relation to model domain, (b)
VAF, (c) ice volume, and (d) grounded area from the four climate scenarios. Mass balance
(red circle for ice discharge, blue circle for surface precipitation) and ice thickness change
(colours) after 200 years simulation time relative to the baseline run for (e) RCP4.5-SW,
(f) RCP8.5-SW, (g) RCP4.5-mCDW and (h) RCP8.5-mCDW climate scenarios.
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Figure S10: Region B-C results. (a) location of region B-C in relation to model domain, (b)
VAF, (c) ice volume, and (d) grounded area from the four climate scenarios. Mass balance
(red circle for ice discharge, blue circle for surface precipitation) and ice thickness change
(colours) after 200 years simulation time relative to the baseline run for (e) RCP4.5-SW,
(f) RCP8.5-SW, (g) RCP4.5-mCDW and (h) RCP8.5-mCDW climate scenarios.
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Figure S11: Region C-C results. (a) location of region C-C in relation to model domain, (b)
VAF, (c) ice volume, and (d) grounded area from the four climate scenarios. Mass balance
(red circle for ice discharge, blue circle for surface precipitation) and ice thickness change
(colours) after 200 years simulation time relative to the baseline run for (e) RCP4.5-SW,
(f) RCP8.5-SW, (g) RCP4.5-mCDW and (h) RCP8.5-mCDW climate scenarios.
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Figure S12: Region C-D results. (a) location of region C-D in relation to model domain, (b)
VAF, (c) ice volume, and (d) grounded area from the four climate scenarios. Mass balance
(red circle for ice discharge, blue circle for surface precipitation) and ice thickness change
(colours) after 200 years simulation time relative to the baseline run for (e) RCP4.5-SW,
(f) RCP8.5-SW, (g) RCP4.5-mCDW and (h) RCP8.5-mCDW climate scenarios.
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Figure S13: Region D-D results. (a) location of region D-D in relation to model domain, (b)
VAF, (c) ice volume, and (d) grounded area from the four climate scenarios. Mass balance
(red circle for ice discharge, blue circle for surface precipitation) and ice thickness change
(colours) after 200 years simulation time relative to the baseline run for (e) RCP4.5-SW,
(f) RCP8.5-SW, (g) RCP4.5-mCDW and (h) RCP8.5-mCDW climate scenarios.
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Figure S14: Region D-E results. (a) location of region D-E in relation to model domain, (b)
VAF, (c) ice volume, and (d) grounded area from the four climate scenarios. Mass balance
(red circle for ice discharge, blue circle for surface precipitation) and ice thickness change
(colours) after 200 years simulation time relative to the baseline run for (e) RCP4.5-SW,
(f) RCP8.5-SW, (g) RCP4.5-mCDW and (h) RCP8.5-mCDW climate scenarios.
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IV (Gt) VAF (Gt) VBF (Gt) GA (km$ˆ{2})
100 yrs 200 yrs 100 yrs 200 yrs 100 yrs 200 yrs 100 yrs 200 yrs

RCP4.5-SW -495 1812 4750 12830 -5245 -11018 -520 -4854
RCP8.5-SW 3129 13752 9963 26730 -6834 -12978 143 -3985
RCP4.5-mCDW -40722 -91347 -676 -1718 -40046 -89629 -16435 -47094
RCP8.5-mCDW -36337 -74855 4526 -1266 -40863 -73589 -15610 -43992

Table S1: Summary of total ice volume (IV), volume of ice above flotation (VAF), volume
of ice below flotation (VBF) and grounded area (GA).
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Shelf Number Name T o S C p g t
1 Brunt+ -1.66 34.7 1e6 2e-5
2 Jelbart -1.65 34.48 3e6 2e-5
3 Fimbul -1.58 34.49 1e6 2e-5
4 Drygalski -1.5 34.84 7e6 2e-5
5 Baudoin+ -1.3 34.84 0.6e6 3e-5
6 Rennick -1.3 34.84 0.6e6 3e-5
7 Cook -1.61 34.75 1e6 2e-5
8 Ninnis -1.8 34.5 0.6e6 2e-5
9 Prince Harald -1.61 34.75 0.7e6 2e-5
10 Mertz -0.73 34.73 0.7e6 2e-5
11 Amery -1.73 34.7 1e6 2e-5
12 Totten -0.73 34.73 1e6 2e-5
13 West -0.73 34.73 3e6 2e-5
14 Shackleton -1.68 34.65 7e6 1e-5

Table S2: PICO calibration parameters for present day melt rates for 14 major East
Antarctic ice shelves.
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Climate scenario To addition S addition
RCP4.5-SW 0.262 0.013
RCP8.5-SW 0.356 0.023
RCP4.5-mCDW 1.925 -0.001
RCP8.5-mCDW 2.003 0.003

Table S3: Additional temperature and salinity forcing applied to the PICO calibration
parameters to represent the four climate forcing scenarios.
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Region RCP4.5-SW RCP8.5-SW RCP4.5-mCDW RCP8.5-mCDW
SMB (Gt) D (Gt) SMB (Gt) D (Gt) SMB (Gt) D (Gt) SMB (Gt) D (Gt)

K-A 7 1 14 1 6 18 13 19
A-A 13 3 26 4 11 32 24 33
A-B 15 0 30 0 15 1 30 1
B-C 9 3 19 4 9 24 18 25
C-C 18 3 37 4 18 9 36 10
C-D 30 6 60 9 29 38 59 38
D-D 15 15 31 20 14 48 30 45
D-E 4 1 8 1 4 1 8 2

Total 112 32 224 43 106 171 217 172

Table S4: Surface mass balance and ice discharge for the four climate forcing scenarios
after 100 years of simulation time
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Region RCP4.5-SW RCP8.5-SW RCP4.5-mCDW RCP8.5-mCDW
SMB (Gt) D (Gt) SMB (Gt) D (Gt) SMB (Gt) D (Gt) SMB (Gt) D (Gt)

K-A 7 5 14 6 4 34 11 36
A-A 12 9 25 12 8 52 20 53
A-B 15 0 30 0 15 1 30 1
B-C 9 6 18 8 8 28 18 28
C-C 18 4 37 7 17 11 36 14
C-D 30 11 61 17 26 90 56 93
D-D 15 29 30 27 12 116 27 110
D-E 4 1 8 1 4 3 8 4

Total 109 65 222 79 93 335 205 338

Table S5: Surface mass balance and ice discharge for the four climate forcing scenarios
after 200 years of simulation time
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